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Reduce Clinical Risks and Exposure to Cyber Threats 

The bidirectional integration of Medigate’s detailed visibility and clinical context with 

Tenable.io’s Cyber Exposure platform creates an unprecedented ability to analyze security 

issues across the hospital, manage medical and IoT device vulnerabilities and 

misconfigurations, and take action against prioritized vulnerabilities. 

Visibility into asset exposures: Medigate’s visibility data combined with Tenable.io's 

vulnerability findings allow security teams to properly discover and analyze all IoT and medical 

devices in the network, including their network location and organizational owners. Leveraging 

Tenable.io’s vulnerability prioritization and reporting capabilities and the contextual data provided 

by Medigate, users can now clearly map security issues across hospital departments and device 

manufacturers. Medigate also exports clinical vulnerability data into Tenable.io (e.g., clinical 

application CVE data) to complete the vulnerability landscape specific to the hospital’s medical 

devices. 

Safe and comprehensive scanning: The detailed device identification and utilization insights 

provided by Medigate enable Tenable.io users to tailor safer, more efficient scanning plans to 

address the needs of specific operating systems and device types or search for certain 

vulnerabilities. The fragile nature of IoT devices often requires contextual information on the 

device’s identity and posture to ensure no harm is done by vulnerability scanning. 

Drive action from insights: With Tenable.io’s rich vulnerability data and groundbreaking 

Predictive Prioritization capabilities and Medigate’s contextual visibility, Medigate is able to 

provide remediation and mitigation actions to improve the security posture of the hospital. 

How it Works 

Medigate uses Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) techniques to passively collect and parse network 

traffic and fingerprint all connected medical devices with granular technical details, including 

manufacturer, model, OS and app versions, as well as the physical location and utilization of the 

devices. Medigate exports these device attributes into Tenable.io leveraging custom tags in 
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Tenable.io to enhance existing device attributes. Tenable.io users can then update their scanning 

and reporting procedures, using the information that is present in those custom tags, to improve 

their effectiveness. 

With the clinical cyber hygiene provided by Medigate and Tenable.io, it is now easy to track 

down and address the devices within the hospital. The new custom tags can easily be used to 

create tailored scan policies and reports. For example, a custom policy can be created for 

certain medical devices that can't be scanned in real-time with a Windows scanner, or a report 

can be built that uses the asset tags to display risk distribution by manufacturer, device types, 

and other details.  

Summary 

Medigate and Tenable.io provide healthcare delivery organizations visibility and contextual 

understanding of their medical and IoT devices, so they can effectively mitigate the risks posed 

by those devices in their clinical network. Medigate's Device Security and Asset Management 

platform seamlessly integrates with Tenable.io 's risk-based vulnerability management platform to 

provide the clinical cyber hygiene hospitals need to take effective measures to protect their 

operations. With Tenable.io and Medigate, hospitals can quickly and easily identify, investigate, 

and prioritize the remediation of vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in their environment to 

reduce risks and minimize their exposure to cyber threats. 
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